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a b s t r a c t

In recent years, wireless sensor network deployments for real life applications have rapidly increased. 

However, energy control remains one of the major barriers hindering complete exploitation of this 

technology because sensor nodes are usually powered by batteries with a limited lifetime. Therefore 

efficient energy management is key requirement for the success of a wireless sensor network. In this 

project, we proposed a distributed agent based model to solve the issue of energy management in 

WSNs. In our approach, sensor nodes are modeled as agents. One of the agents is a controller agent 

called the expert sensor agent (ESA). The ESA at the start of sensing sets a threshold energy level. 

During sensing, the ESA continuously monitors each of the other sensor agents’ energy levels and if 

a sensor node’s power level falls below the threshold, the ESA deactivates the node and at the same 

time activates one of the nodes currently in sleep mode. At the of the day, the sensing work load is 

equitably distributed across the nodes. The model was implemented using simulation experiments in 

OPNET. We evaluated our agent based model against none agent based technique in terms of power 

consumed and end to end delay (ETE). Our simulation results indicate that our agent based model 

achieves over 75% power savings compared to the non-agent techniques while at the same time 

ensuring real time delivery of data.
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l i s t  o f  a b b r e v i a t i o n s

WSN

DSR

Wireless Sensor network <put here some brief definition> 

- Dynamic source routing , <put here some brief definition>

MAC - medium Access Control., <put here some brief defmition>

SA - Sensor Agent, <put here some brief definition>

EA - Expert Agent, <put here some brief definition>

CSIP - Collaborative Signal and Information processing, <put here some brief definition> 

DCHS - Distributed constraint heuristic search, <put here some brief definition>

MAS - Multiagent system, <put here some brief defmition>

DWSN - Distributed wireless sensor network, <put here some brief definition>

ETE Delay -  End to End delay, <put here some brief defmition>
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is a recent and significant improvement over traditional sensor 

networks arising from advances in wireless communications, microelectronics and miniaturized 

sensors In fact, the low power, multi-functional sensor nodes are tiny in size, have embedded 

processing as well as communication capabilities.

Recent advances in microprocessor fabrication have led to a dramatic reduction in the size and power 

consumed by embedded microprocessor-controlled devices. Battery and sensing technology together 

with radio hardware have also followed a similar miniaturization trend. The aggregation of these 

advances has led to the development of networked, millimeter-scale, sensing devices capable of 

complex processing tasks. Collectively these form a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), which is the 

technology required to enable a new era for ubiquitous sensing technology.

Large scale deployments of these networks have been used in many diverse fields such as wildlife habitat 

monitoring, traffic monitoring, lighting control, Wild-fire monitoring, smart farming/harvesting, habitat 

monitoring, structural health monitoring, surveillance and emergency response systems and Military 

battle fields.

A distributed sensor network therefore is an autonomous system of thousands of mobile devices

connected by wireless links. The devices are free to move randomly and organize themselves
/

arbitrarily; thus, the network’s wireless topology may change rapidly and unpredictably.

A significant amount of work has already been done in different aspects of wireless sensw network. Most 

researchers have surveyed a number of such research efforts in wireless sensor network.

The futuristic application scenarios bring out two key requirements of sensor networks i.e. support 

for very large number of unattended autonomous nodes and adaptability to environment and task 

dynamics. As more success stories of sensor networks in different application domains are being 

reported, the number of nodes in a wireless sensor networks is also growing. Similarly, sensor 

networks are now subjected to perform in extreme environments like forests and vineyards where
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they come across variations in operating conditions and node failures. Scalability and adaptability 

are existing challenges in wireless sensor networks without which their application will be severely 

limited Sensor nodes in a wireless sensor network almost always operate on battery occasionally 

backed by solar or wind energy sources. Sensor nodes therefore have to make optimal use of the 

available energy resources.

Power management is therefore a critical aspect of a successful WSN. This may take many forms. 

Typically the sensors spend most of their time in a low power sleep mode. Even when active, energy- 

intensive activities such as using actuators and transmitting/receiving radio messages are kept to a 

minimum. Hence there is a need to come up with more power managing technique designs that 

employ agents to make cooperative decisions to reduce the energy consumption of different aspects 

of the functioning of a typical WSN.

1.2 Problem Statement

Most problems that arise in distributed wireless sensor networks revolve around its requirement to 

have a computation of a global conclusion that is consistent to local information to each sensor node. 

Wireless sensor networks have received increasing attention and research in recent years due to their 

flexibility, cost effectiveness, ease of deployment, scalability and dynamic coverage. Wireless Sensor 

network consist of many inexpensive wireless sensor nodes each capable of collecting, processing, 

storing and communicating information (sending data).
/

Wireless sensor networks however are faced with several challenges such as Ad-hoc 

deployment, unattended operation, Power constraints and Dynamic changes in the 

environment. -

It is important to acknowledge that the success of any wireless sensor network fully relies 

upon the ability of the sensor node power to sustain the intended application domain. This 

therefore implies that the sensor battery power level for any wireless sensor network is a 

critical factor. Hence it is necessary to come up with better ways and strategies to contain the 

power constraints.
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The complexity of overall sensor network operation is increased with the growing 

sophistication of data fusion techniques, tracking algorithms, sensor device capabilities, 

network device characteristics and amount of relevant detail in the phenomena being tracked.

Most of the research work on sensor networks focuses on techniques to relay sensed 

information in an energy-efficient manner to a central base station. In addition, methods for 

collaborative signal and information processing (CSIP) which attempt to perform processing 

in a distributed and collaborative manner among several sensor nodes have also been 

proposed.
As more success stories of sensor networks in different application domains are being 

reported, the number of nodes in a wireless sensor networks is also growing. Similarly, sensor 

networks are now subjected to perform in extreme environments like forests and vineyards 

where they come across variations in operating conditions and node failures. Scalability and 

adaptability are also existing challenges in wireless sensor networks without which their 

application will be severely limited. Sensor nodes therefore have to make optimal use of the 

available energy resources.

The major portion of the energy budget in a sensor node is spent on transmission and 

reception of the sensor data. It is therefore possible to minimize communication related 

energy usage in a sensor node by using a suitable communication protocol and several such 

algorithms have already been proposed. There has been a detailed research and surveys of 

such protocols specifically designed for sensor networks where energy awareness is an 

essential consideration.

Most known power aware communication protocols follow a cluster based approach in which 

a group of nodes in a region select a cluster head (CH) that gather the informatiorr-from nodes 

in the cluster and forward it to the sink(base station). The most interesting research issue 

regarding such protocols is how to form the clusters so that the energy consumption and 

contemporary communication metrics such as latency are optimized.

But due to the limited power supply of these devices, it is imperative that the operation of each 

node factor need to be taken into account when making any decision to perform an action. For 

example, we can consider the case where a nodes power has depleted to a point where it is

10



capable of only a handful of transmissions. In such a situation the network should be able to adapt 

to this fact and the node should only transmit if it deems it critical to do so. This decision must be 

taken on a per node basis as off node deliberation would necessitate further transmissions. 

Intelligent and proactive behavior such as this is a major characteristic of an intelligent software

agent.

4',
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1 3 Objectives o f this project

1.3.1 Research Objectives
To justify how agent technology can be used to minimize energy constraints on sensor nodes hence 
maximizing field life of a wireless sensor network deployment based on demonstrations results achieved via

simulations.

1.3.2 System Development Objectives
■ To develop an agent based model to demonstrate how energy savings can be achieved in a 

distributed wireless sensor network with the ultimate goal of maximizing the field life.

1.4 Research Questions and Expected Outcome
■ Does the agent based model improve the overall wireless sensor network 

deployed field life and guarantee tangible results as per its anticipated design?

1.5 Research Context and Setup

This research is aimed at developing an agent based model that will be used to demonstrate 

how agents can aid in minimizing power loss in a wireless sensor node by using energy 

management based algorithms.

The overall idea behind this project is to try and identify the mechanism over which 

Distributed constrained heuristic search (DCHS) algorithm is used in a wireless sensor 

network to identify their potential in the presence of agents.

The other main issue is to ascertain the ability of sensors node to sustain their energy levels 

upon the presence of agents on the distributed wireless network.

The key concept behind this project is to try and identify with the use o f a distributed 

heuristics constraint search algorithm which employs dynamic source routing with the ability 

of achieving substantial power savings by controlling and coordinating the usual sensor node
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energy level with agents support and hence guaranteeing the actual field life deployment 

duration.

1.6 Audience of this Research

The target group for this research are financial institutions such as banks, Telecommunication 

firms, Wildlife management service, security based agencies (Police, NSIS, or security firms) 

where security violation is a major drawbacks in relation to their set out regulations.

These groups could gain by adopting this model to ascertain the most suitable wireless sensor 

network deployment mechanism or systems based on their area of application based on the 

evaluation outcomes.



C H A PTER  T W O : LITRATURE REVIEW

There is currently growing research on the field of agents based approach in trying to provide 

solutions to various problems encountered in wireless sensor networks.

The coordination of sensors by running sensors as agents helps to realize mission-based tasks. 

Allowing sensors to be shared and reassigned between different tasks which also increase power 

savings.
To verify this reality various researchers have been trying to come up with various strategies with 

the aim of solving the problem of sensor power constraints in regards to wireless sensor network 

domain.

[Akkaya, 2005] studied the approaches on data routing in sensor networks and classified the 

approaches into three main categories, namely data-centric, hierarchical and location based. In 

their classification of routing protocols in wireless sensor networks they indicated the routing 

protocols which utilizes data aggregation will achieve energy saving and traffic optimization. 

They neither established nor provided which of the algorithms is more energy efficient and/or 

will prolong the lifetime of a wireless

[Qi, 2003] proposed the mobile agent based distributed sensor network (MADSN) for scalable 

and energy efficient data aggregation by transmitting the software code, called a mobile agent 

(MA), to sensor nodes, a large amount of sensory data can be reduced or transformed into a small 

amount of data by eliminating the redundancy. However, the operation of an MADSN is based on 

the following assumptions: (1) the sensor network architecture is clustering based; (2) each source 

node is within one hop from a cluster head; (3) much redundancy exists among the sensory data 

which can be fused into a single data packet with a fixed size.

These assumptions pose much limitation on the range of applications that can be supported by an 
MADSN.

[J Kho, 2010] developed two different decentralized algorithms to solve the problem of 

communication in wireless visual sensor networks where each node acts as an agent. In the first 

algorithm (Fixed Routing), route from nodes to the base station is not changed. In the second 

algorithm, route between nodes and base station is not fixed. To sense, route and forward
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messages three types of messages are used. First type of message contains node sampling data. 

Other messages called coordination messages are meta-data messages and control messages. 

Meta-data messages include content of visual data with the number of samples during production 

of the data. Control messages allocate resources to supply efficient energy consumption. Sending 

control messages before actual data messages increases necessary data rate for the base station. In 

fixed-routing, there is only one predefined unique path between a node and the base station. In 

flexible-routing, an arbitrary path has been selected for routing the data by the nodes. There are 

levels for each node to indicate the distance between node and the base station. Nodes belong to 

the third level have 3-hop distance to the base station. Each node sends its data to a node that is 

nearer to the base 26 station. So a tree-structured routing mechanism has been constructed in the 

network. Transmission, routing costs, and process time during sampling have been compared 

between these approaches. Flexible routing transmits data twice according to fixed routing. 

However, communication and computation during sampling costs are 100 times more for flexible 

routing. The more nodes the network has, the more efficiency obtained by the fixed routing. 

[Chansu Yu, 2003] Surveyed and classified the energy aware routing protocols proposed for 

mobile ad-hoc networks. In their study they demonstrated using energy aware routing protocols 

minimize either the active communication energy required to transmit or receive packets using 

transmission power control approach and load distribution approach. They showed that in many 

cases, it is difficult to compare these routing protocols directly since each method has a different 

goal with different assumptions and employs different means to achieve the goal. They concluded 

that more research is needed to combine and integrate some of the protocols presented to keep 

wireless sensor networks functioning for a longer duration.

[Vasu, 2006], did an excellent work in defining data compression techniques e.g. coding by 

ordering, pipelined in-network compression and data reduction techniques e.g. information 

dissemination via label forwarding, differential coding, which can be used to reduce power 

consumption during routing, but in the end they did not provide which routing algorithm will 

result into more network lifetime using those t to the developers to apply any algorithm. This 

means if an algorithm is not suitable for optimal network lifetime then the gains from those data
4\

compression and reduction techniques may be eroded.

[G Anastasi, 2008] surveyed strategies for reducing the power consumption acting at the radio 

level. They presented a systematic and comprehensive taxonomy-of the energy conservation
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cherries However they sited on their observations about the different approaches to energy 

management that as far as “traditional” techniques to energy saving and an important aspect 

which they claim has to be investigated more deeply is the integration of the different approaches 

into a single off-the-shelf workable solution. This they stressed the need of involving 

characterizing of the interactions between different protocols and exploiting cross-layer 

interactions.
[Shah 2003] proposed to use a set of sub-optimal paths occasionally to increase the lifetime of 

the network. These paths are chosen by means of a probability function, which depends on the 

energy consumption of each path. Network survivability is the main metric that the approach is 

concerned with. The approach argues that using the minimum energy path all the time will 

deplete the energy of nodes on that path. Instead, one of the multiple paths is used with a certain 

probability so that the whole network lifetime increases. The protocol assumes that each node is 

addressable through a class-based addressing which includes the location and types of the nodes.

In [Woo and Zhao, 2004] the volatility in link quality in wireless sensor networks is studied. Zhao 

shows the existence of “gray areas” where some nodes exceed 90% successful reception while 

neighboring nodes receive less than 50% of the packets. He shows that the gray area is rather 

large-one-third of the total communication range. Woo independently verified Zhao’s gray area 

findings.

In designing a reliable multi-hop routing protocol, Woo shows that effectively estimating link 

qualities is essential. Snooping on traffic over the broadcast medium is crucial for extracting 

information about the surrounding topology. By snooping, network protocols can prevent cycles, 

notify neighboring nodes of unreachable routes, improve collision avoidance, and provide link 

quality information. Since data must ultimately be reported out of the network, the media access 

protocol must be flexible to meet changing network protocol demands.

4\
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C H A PTER  THREE : ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

3.1 Research Methodology

Multi-agent systems are a new paradigm for understanding and building distributed systems, 

where it is assumed that the computational components are autonomous, that is ability to 

control their own behavior in the furtherance of their own goals.

Agent-based systems technology has been hailed as a new paradigm for conceptualizing, 

designing, and implementing software systems which are distributed in nature. Agents are 

sophisticated computer programs that act autonomously on behalf of their users, across open 

and distributed environments, to solve a growing number of complex problems. Increasingly, 

however, applications require multiple agents that can work together. In particular, multi

agents have shown their potential to meet critical needs in high-speed, mission-critical, 

content-rich, distributed information systems where mutual interdependencies, dynamic 

environments, uncertainty, and sophisticated control play a notable role.

There exist several agent methodologies that can be used in designing and developing a 

multiagent based system. Some of the common agent methodologies include:

■ Australian AI Institute(AAII) agent development methodology
/

This is where internal and external models are used. External model identifies the 

agents and their interactions. Internal models represent the implementations.

■ The TROPOS agent methodology

This methodology has four phases, which are the early requirements phase, late 

requirement phase, architectural design phase and detailed design phase. -
A

■ MAS-CommonKADS methodology

17



This is an agent-oriented software engineering methodology that guides the process of 

analyzing and designing multi-agent systems.

■ Process for Agent Societies Specification and Implementation(PASSI) methodology

This is a step-by-step requirement to-code methodology for: designing and developing 

multi-agent societies integrating design models and concepts from both object- 

oriented (00 ) software engineering and MAS, using the Unified Modeling Language 

(UML) notation.

■ The Gaia Methodology

This methodology uses the analogy of human-based organizations.

• The Prometheus methodology

This is an iterative methodology covering the complete software engineering process i.e. 

Analysis, Design, Detailed design, & Implementation

Other emerging uses of multiagent systems are in layered systems architectures in which 

agents at different layers need to coordinate their decisions to achieve appropriate 

configurations of resources and computational processing and in the design of survivable 

systems in which agents dynamically reorganize to respond to changes in resource 

availability, this is a typical direction for designing a agents based system model for a 

distributed wireless sensor networks with a view of achieving intended goal ( which is 

maximizing the field life of sensor nodes due to prolonged power savings).
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3.2 Prometheus Methodology
this project Ichoose to use Prometheus which is an iterative methodology covering the complete 

ftvvare engineering process i.e. Analysis, Design, Detailed design, & Implementation. It has a 

mplete-lifecycle methodology for analyzing, designing and developing heterogeneous MAS. It 

uses a goal-driven development and is independent of a particular multi-agent system architecture, 

programming language, or message passing system; hence it’s suitability in designing agent based 

wireless sensor network deployments experiments.

The following activities will be carried out:

■ The system specification phase focused on identifying the basic functionalities of the system, 

along with inputs (percepts), outputs (actions) and any important shared data sources.

■ The architectural design phase used the outputs from the previous phase to determine which 

agents the system will contain and how they will interact.

■ The detailed design phase we will look at the internals of each agent and how it will 

accomplish its tasks within the overall system.

METHODOLOGY DESIGN
The project system design will involve using Prometheus methodology because it is detailed 

and complete in the sense of covering all activities required in developing intelligent agent 

systems. Prometheus methodology has complete software engineering process i.e Analysis, 

Design, Detailed design, & Implementation. It is a complete-lifecycle methodology for 

analyzing, designing and developing multi-agent applications, ft uses a goal-driven 

development and is independent of a particular multi-agent system architecture, programming 

language, or message passing system.
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3 3  p-nmptheus Design Phases



The following activities are carried out:

Phase I: System specification
Where the focuses is on identifying the basic functionalities of the system, along with inputs 
(percepts), outputs (actions).

Functional requirements

i The system should be able to monitor energy level of individual sensor nodes
ii The deployed sensors should be able detect data packet within sensor ranges

iii The system should be able to re-route the data packet by altering data packet 
destination to a different sensor node depending on the sensors energy level
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pkrcepts and action

Data packet within sensor range

Data packet detected 
within range

Sensor Agent

Percept

Action

Detect and notify Expert 
Sensor Agent

ii. Sensor Energy level less than minimum required level

Percept

Sensor Sx Energy level 
less than accepted 
minimum level

iii. Report generation request

Percept

Report generation request

Expert

Sensor Agent

Action

Re-route data packets destined to Sx to 
another Sensor Agent whose energy 
level is more than minimum level

Expert

Sensor Agent

Action

Display the requested 
report

4,
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PHASE II: Architectural design
This is a design stage whereby the output from the previous phase is used by the next agent 
level in the system and show how they interact.

agent grouping

j Sensor Agents -  Is a group agents that cannot re-route data packet

ii. Expert Sensor Agent -  A single agent whose role is to coordinate and monitor 
other sensors. It has the capability of monitoring other sensors’ energy levels 
and re-routing packets destined to a particular sensor to a different sensor.

INTERRACTIVE DIAGRAM
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agent description 

i. Expert Sensor Agent

Exist as unique node in the simulation. It receives notification messages from other sensors 
regarding their energy levels and data packets within other sensors ranges.

iL Sensor Agents

These agents perform three main roles in the simulation:
■ etect data packet within their range and notify the expert sensor
■ Receive and process data packet forwarded from Expert sensor
■ Automatically deplete their energy level upon receiving a data packet

PhaselH: Detailed design
This is designed by modeling the interaction between the different agents by using OPNET 
MODELER 14.5 Simulator.

This involve design of all the internals of each sensor node agent and Expert Node agent for a 

Wireless sensor network topology setup by determining how it will accomplish their tasks 

within the overall system within the OPNET simulator.
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sensors deployment topology

Figure 1

This is OPNET Simulator sensor deployment topology clearly showing how sensornode agents 
can be distributed within a given environment with an Expert sensor Agent as the controlling and 
co-rdinating point
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Figure 2: Node model of a Sensor Agent
This snapshot clearly shows OPNET simulator sensor node design model ,The source reset (SRC) 
node, the process node and the packets receiver and transmission nodes

SENSOR PROCESS DESIGN
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Figure 3. Finite State Machine of a Sensor Agent Node

This snapshot clearly shows a sensor node process model ,The Finite state machine(FSM) shows 
two sensor node processes which are the initial state and the idle state.
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EXPERT s e n so r  n o d e  d e sig n

Figure 4: Sensor Agent Node Model

This snapshot from the OPNET simulator clearly shows an Expert sensor node model with 
packets received and transmitted to the sensor nodes.

4\
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j^PFBT s e n s o r  p r o c e s s  d e sig n

Figure 5: Expert Sensor Agent in OPNET

This snapshot from the OPNET simulator clearly shows an Expert sensor node agent process 
model .The finite state machine (FSM) shows idle state where all the sensor nodes agents 
packets default are controlled and coordinated in terms of their power depletion levels.
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op_ph_nF(j_«et_intJ2 (p kp tr, 4csi_atkJres* adest_address)|

//Obtain er«rpy_ level o f  packet source node
energy ieve i benergy_ leve!) ;o p i *  n fd .B e tlin tJ J  (pkp tr, 

energy_1eve!— 5

i f ( e r e r g y . le v e l  > M n _ sik50*_IM *aY_i.rvtL)

op _pk_n*d _set_TntJ/ (p kp tr, g. l e v e l ' ,  energy_ leve1)|

//route  packet to  the nee sensor 

op_pk_send (pkptr, dest_address);

rooTj

U . I

Figure 6: Sensor Agent Code Model

This snapshot from the OPNET simulator clearly shows an Expert sensor node agent process 
model ,the finite state machine (FSM) state and Function block code.

ASSUMPTIONS

a. Initial sensor nodes energy levels are equal.

b. Sensor Nodes are randomly distributed in a defined region.

c. Energy used in sensing, processing, idle periods is not a bottleneck and thus constant.

d. Sensor Nodes route information towards specified gateway nodes.

e. Mobile targets are randomly generated and move randomly across the plane ofthe defined 
region.

4\
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3 4 The Proposed Solution
Agents in this case form the basis for distributed, artificially intelligent applications, and their 

applicability in WSNs is the central theme of this project. Making an informed decision by 

incorporating various perceptions or beliefs about an environment is at the very heart of an 

agent’s deliberative cycle. Goal oriented reasoning can allow the agent to commit to the 

course action that best realizes its goals, in this case the agents goal is to maximize the 

network Feld life . Its perceptions are the sensory modalities that are capable of sensing the 

remaining battery power. By reasoning about the effect of a transmission, the agent can see if 

that action best suits its goals.

Following this we examine the potential for using agent technology by applying agents, 

which adhere to the strong notion of agency, to intelligent decision making in WSNs.

Agent abilities include here data collection, storage, manipulation and autonomous reasoning. 

Mobility and flexible reasoning in unknown or partially known environment are also among 

those properties of agent systems which are very useful for usage in the designs of WSN 

systems.

The solution proposed for this project therefore is to develop an agent based Model by using 

OPNET MODELER simulator platform to demonstrate how sensor power consumption can 

be minimized by employing agents for a distributed wireless sensor network. This will entail 

employing a distributed constraint heuristic search algorithm which in this case uses dynamic 

source routing (DSR) approach that will perform the control and coordination of sensors with 

the assistance of agents deployed in a given region set.

The model (Simulator) will be operating at the Data-link layer of the OSI model; this will 

involve the modeling of sensor power depletion against time, control and coordination 

processes of the agents Simulation of an actual sensor.

The Sensor node (agents) will be running on the MAC layer of the system which will in this 

case be on the Network layer of the OSI Model all based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

The network layer in this aspect has two primary functions i.e. routing and addressing of 
nodes.

Traditional wireless sensor network addressing will assigns fixed addresses to the sensor

nodes (agents); the advantage o f this scheme is that the addresses will be made unique.
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The sensor residual power will be at the physical layer of the OSI reference model. 

Communication between sensor nodes agents will require creating a physical link between 

respective radios. The physical layer will therefore be handling the communication of the 

sensor node agents across this physical link, which involves modulating and coding the node 

energy (power) data so that the intended receiver which in this case is the Expert sensor agent 

can optimally decode it in the presence of channel non-idealities and interference.
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C H  APTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

41 Simulation Results and Analysis 

4 n  S im u lation  R esu lts

The simulation results from this project was obtained by using OPNET MODELER 14.5 simulator, 

In order to test the simulator design, functionality, and usefulness regarding a distributed wireless 

sensor Network, two main scenarios was used for this experiment.

The first scenario shows a basic simulation design where sensor agent was not active during the 

simulation runs and the other Simulation run involved a situation where sensor agents was active ,as 

per Figure 1,the Expert sensor Agent was performing the control and coordination of sensor agents for 

both simulation runs within a DWSN’s deployment. As for the simulator itself, the results have 

shown that agents can substantial solve the power constraints problem encountered on wireless sensor 

networks deployments.

I To analyze my results I used two performance metrics:

■ End To End (ETE) Delay

■ Power Consumption (in watts)
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RESULTS a n a l y s i s

As per data and graphs obtained in can be substantially concluded as follows:

ETE Delay Analysis:

In terms of ETE delay from the results shown in reference to appendix 1 Figure 7 and Figure 
10 graphs

DES simulation Run 1, is a case where sensor agents was not all active,

The ETE delay was at an average of 0.44 units.

While on the other hand DES simulation run 2 was executing at an ETE Delay of an average 
of 0.33 units.

This shows that the ETE delay for simulation Run 1 was higher with an average of 0.11 units. 

It can be clearly summarized that the ETE delay for simulation Run 1 is more by 30 %.

Power consumption analysis:

This can be clearly deduced from run 1 & run 2 OPNET 14.5 simulator results comparison 
for (energy consumption vs. Simulation time) line graphs in reference to appendix 1 
Figure 12,Figure 13,Figurel4 and Figure 15 that:
Simulation run 1 power consumption is at an average of 2.5 Watts

While Simulation Run 2 consumption is at an average of 0.5 watts.

From the above results obtained from the simulation runs, it can be clearly summarized that 
with the Agents support over 75% of sensor node power can be saved on a wireless sensor 
network.

4\
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C H A P T E R  FIVE: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE W ORK

Th s project main research direction was geared towards extending the lifetime of sensor Node units 

compassing using agent technology. The general framework was to perceive sensor nodes as 

sensor agents whose main role is to regulate sensor node battery energy consumption, where the 

overall agents control and coordination is being performed by an expert sensor agent, which will 

replace in this context a role played by a traditional sink (base stationjin the current real life 

scenarios. The ultimate goal of is the minimizing of power consumption on sensor node hence 

improving their overall field life.

Sensor Node battery longevity has been always sited by several researchers to be critical factor to a 

success in entire operation of a wireless sensor networks. This research has presented efforts at 

addressing this very issue through an agent control and coordination oriented approach advocating 

towards the solution of distributed, contextualized and collaborative power constraint problems in a 

wireless sensor network set up. Agents have been inherently viewed in the currently existing 

literature to be suited where the decision making context is highly dynamic, resource bounded and 

the information is partial and inaccurate.

As with all decisions regarding solving problems encountered on wireless sensor networks, it is 

important to note that a tradeoff exists between the cost (in terms of node power depletion) that 

needs not exceed the benefit that can be derived Inevitably on the issue of sensor node power 

management which is always inextricably associated with other network characteristics and 
challenges.

The correlation between such attributes as network coverage, latency, accuracy and longevity should 

be well recognized and be considered in wider perspective while deriving solutions towards the 

success of any wireless sensor network deployment performance.

Decisions relating to goals o f sensor node power longevity therefore must be made mindful of their

implications for other network entire characteristics.
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from this perspective, From this project in can be strongly concluded that, Agent technology can 

be appreciated and be focused in future with a view of being capable of providing solutions to ever 

dynamic problems encountered on wireless sensor networks such as network coverage, Latency 

issues .unattended operations just to mention a few.
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C H A P T E R  SIX :A  l

Appendix .R esu lts

nFS RUN 1 SIMULATOR RESULTS DATA



2 S IM U L A T O R  S IM U L A T IO N  T IM E  V S  E N E R G Y  C O N S U M P T IO N  R E S U L T S
des run 
data

I 170
I 180

190 
'00 

I ’-10 
| ’20 

! 30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

30 

)0 

)0 

0

0.305555556
0.289473684
0.275
0.261904762
0.3
0.286956522
0.275
0.264
0.296153846
0.285185185
0.275
0.265517241
0.293333333
0.283870968
0.275



0.266666667
0.291176471
0.282857143
0.275
0.267567568
0.289473684
0.282051282
0.275
0.268292683
0.288095238
0.281395349
0.275
0.268888889
0.286956522
0.280851064
0.275
0.269387755
0.286
0.280392157
0.275
0.269811321
0.285185185
0.28
0.275
0.270175439
0.284482759
0.279661017
0.275
0.270491803
0.283870968
0.279365079
0.275
0.270769231
0.283333333
0.279104478
0.275
0.271014493
0.282857143
0.278873239
0.275
0.271232877
0.282432432
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0.278666667
0.275
0.271428571
0.282051282
0.278481013
0.275
0.271604938
0.281707317
0.278313253
0.275
0.271764706
0.281395349
0.27816092
0.275
0.271910112
0.281111111
0.278021978
0.275
0.272043011
0.280851064
0.277894737
0.275
0.272164948
0.280612245
0.277777778
0.275
#N/A
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1 S IM U L A T O R  S IM U L A T IO N  T IM E  V S  E N E R G Y  C O N S U M P T IO N  R E S U L T S
pES Ri,N 
DATA

(sec) Kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES-1: 
sensor agent.
Point-to-point. Utilization -->

pkswl. Expert sensor <->

0
1.65
1.833333333
2.2
2.2
2.383333333
2.357142857
2.475
2.444444444
2.53
2.5
2.566666667
2.538461538
2.592857143
2.566666667
2.6125
2.588235294
2.627777778
2.605263158
2.64
2.619047619
2.65 /

2.630434783
2.658333333
2.64
2.665384615
2.648148148
2.671428571
2.655172414
2.676666667
2.661290323 + .

2.68125
2.666666667
2.685294118
2.671428571
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2.688888889 
2.675675676 
2.692105263 
2.679487179
2.695
2.682926829
2.697619048
2.686046512
2.7
2.688888889
2.702173913
2.691489362
2.704166667
2.693877551
2.706
2.696078431
2.707692308 
2.698113208 
2.709259259
2.7
2.710714286
2.701754386
2.712068966
2.703389831
2.713333333 
2.704918033 
2.714516129 
2.706349206 
2.715625
2.707692308 
2.716666667 
2.708955224 
2.717647059 
2.710144928 
2.718571429 
2.711267606 
2.719444444 
2.712328767 
2.72027027
2.713333333 
2.721052632 
2.714285714
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2.721794872
2.715189873
2.7225
2.716049383
2.723170732
2.71686747
2.723809524
2.717647059
2.724418605
2.718390805
2.725
2.719101124
2.725555556
2.71978022
2.726086957
2.720430108
2.726595745
2.721052632
2.727083333
2.721649485
2.72755102
2.722222222
2.728
#N/A

4,
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D E S R U N  1 S IM U L A T O R  E T E  D E L A Y  R E S U L T S  B A R  G R A P H

kirui_pksw jiet_ref-baseline-DES-l:ETE
Delay

0.6

D 03
E

Y
0.1

0
N ^ H O O U l I N m i D ^ H O O i n r M

SIMULATION TIME(SEC)

■  kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline- 
DES-1: ETE Delay

Figure 7 ~

This bar graph clearly shows the discrete event OPNET simulation results for Run 1 in terms 
of End to end delay performance over 1000 seconds time execution.
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RUN 1 SIMULATOR RESULTS(ENERGY CONSUMPTION VS SIM TIME) LINE 
GRAPH

Figure 8: Point to Point Utilization

This Line graph clearly shows the discrete event OPNET simulation results for Run 1 in terms 
of Power Consumption performance over 100 seconds time execution.
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R U N  1 S IM U L A T O R  R E S U L T S  L IN E  G R A P H

Figure 9 : End to End Delay (ETE) seconds

This Line graph clearly shows the discrete event OPNET simulation results for Run 1 in terms
of end to end delay performance over 1000 seconds time execution *
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D E S R U N  2 S IM U L A T O R  E T E  D E L A Y  R E S U L T S  B A R  G R A P H

DES2 ETE Delay VS SIM TIME LINE GRAPH

SIMULATION TIME(SEC)

Figure 10.

This bar graph clearly shows the discrete event OPNET simulation results for Run 2 in terms
of End to end delay performance over 100 seconds execution time.
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D E S R U N  2 S IM U L A T O R  E T E  D E L A Y  R E S U L T S  L IN E  G R A P H

kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES-2: ETE Delay
0.5

0.45

■ kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline- 
DES-2: ETE Delay

A
Y 0.1

0.05

0 TmiTrunii ii rnnn m rnimriim

8 8 S S 8 S S 8 8 S S S S S S S 8
■ Nmr n < t « i f l i o i D^ r s COOO

TIME (SEC)

Figure 11.

This line graph clearly shows the discrete event OPNET simulation results for Run 2
in terms of End to end delay performance over 100 seconds execution time
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D E S  R U N  2 S IM U L A T O R  R E S U L T S (E N E R G Y  C O N S U M P T IO N  V S  SIM
T IM E )L IN E  G R A P H

r t N m o i i f i H N r f l c i mH N f f l s i mr t N
SIMULATION TIM E (SEC)

kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-0ES-2: 
pksw l.expertsensor <-> 

sensor agent_2 |0].point-to- 
point.utilization - >

— kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES-2: 
pksw l.expertsensor <-> 

sensor_agent_3 (O).point-to- 
point.utilization < -

— kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES-2: 
pkswl.sensor_agent_0 <-> 
expertsensor [O].point-to- 
point.utilization < -

Figure 12.

This line graph clearly shows the discrete event OPNET simulation results sensor 
agents for Run 2 in terms of power consumption performance over 100 seconds 
execution time
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R U N  1 & R U N  2 S IM U L A T O R  R E S U L T S  C O M P A R IS O N  F O R  (E N E R G Y

C O N S U M P T IO N  V S  S IM U L A T IO N  T IM E  ) L IN E  G R A P H S

3.5

SIMULATION TIM E (SEC)

Figure 13: Power Consumption ( Watts)

This line graph clearly shows the discrete event OPNET simulation results for Run 1 
and Run 2 in terms energy consumption comparisons over 100 seconds execution 
time
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H H r M < M m m « « i n i n v o 3 » r » t o o o o t a > o  

SIMULATION TIME(SEC)

— kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES-l: 
pksw l.sensoragentO  <-> 
expert_sensor (O).polnt-to- 
point.utilization - >

— kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES-2: 
pkswl.expert_sensor <-> 
sensor_agent_2 [Oj.point-to- 
point.utilization - >

-------kirui_pksw_net _ref-baseline-DES-2:
pkswl.expertsensor <-> 
sensor_agent_310].point-to- 
point. utilization < -

Figure 14.

This line graph clearly shows the discrete event OPNET simulation results for Run 1 
and Run 2 sample sensor node agents in terms energy consumption comparisons over 
100 seconds execution time
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SIMULATION TIME (SEC)

— lrirui_ptew_net_ref-t)aseline-D£S- 
1: ETE Delay

------ Idrut_pksw_net_ref-ba$el ine-DES-
2: ETE Delay

— kjrui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES- 
1: pkswl.expert_sensor <-> 
$ensor_agent_2 (O).point-to- 
pointutiSiation ->

-------kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES-
2: pkswl.expertsensor <->
sensor_agent_2 [0].point-to- 
pointutiizatlon ->

— ldrui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES- 
1: pkswl.expert_sensor <->
sensor_agent_2 (O).point-to- 
point.utifization < -

------ »rui_pksw_netjef-baseline-D£S-
2: pkswl.expert_sensor <-> 
sen$or_agent_2 (O).pointto- 
point.utiHzation <~

------ kir u ipksw netre f-bas el ine -DES-
1: pkswl.expertjensor <-> 
sensor_agent_3 (O).point-to- 
point.utiization - >

------ 'kiruipkswnetref-baseline-DES-
2: pkswl.expertjensor <-> 
sensor_agent_3 (Ol.point-to- 
polnt.utiization ->

— nrui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES- 
1: pkswl.expertsensor <->
sereor_agent_3 (O).point-to-
point.utiizatlon < -  
kirui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES-
2: pkswl.expert_sensor <-> 
sensor_agent_3 [Ol.point-to-

Eolnt.utilzation <■■ 
rui_pksw_net_ref-baseline-DES-

1: pkswl.sensor_agent_0 <-> 
expertsensor [0].point-to- 
pointutifization ->

Figure 15.

This line graph clearly shows the discrete event OPNET simulation results for Run 1 
and Run 2 for all sensor node agents in terms energy consumption comparisons over 
1000 seconds execution time
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D E S 1 & D E S  2 R U N S  S N A P S H O T  P O W E R  C O N S U M P T IO N  V S  E T E  D E L A Y

S IM U L A T O R  R E S U L T S  L IN E  G R A P H

Figure 16.
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D E S  1 S N A P S H O T  E T E  D E L A Y  S IM U L A T O R  R E S U L T S  B A R  G R A P H

Figure 17.



DES 2 SNAPSHOT SIMULATOR ETE DELAY RESULTS BAR GRAPH

Figure 18.
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SIMULATION RUNS PACKETS STATISTICS

DES RUNS 1 PROCESS MODEL PACKETS CREATED STATISTICS

1 Cate «ory: Packet Statistics

1 Report: Node-centric.
Created

Number o f  Packets

Line NO 1 k B IU  RuflB mm RRSSSESFBi

1 0 pkswl.expert_sensor 0

1 D ksw l.sen so r agent 0 248 248

2 D k s w l.s e n s o r  a ge n t 1 248 248

3 o k sw l.se n so r agent 2 248 248

4 D k sw l.se n so r a ge n t 3 248 248

5 [Total] 992 992
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D E S  R U N S  1 P R O C E S S  M O D E L  P A C K E T S  D E S T R O Y E D  S T A T IS T IC S

Category:

Report:

Packet Statistics

Node-centric. Number of Packets 
Destroyed

1 ine NO Node No me | 1 ota11 pksw format ref

0 pkswl.expert_sensor 0

1 Dkswl.sensor agent 0 262 262

2 p k s w l.s e n s o r  a g e n t 1 233 23 3

3 Dkswl.sensor agent 2 256 256

4 D k s w l.s e n s o r  a ge n t 3 241 241

5 [Total] 992 992
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D E S R U N S  1 S E N S O R  N O D E  P A C K E T S  C R E A T E D  S T A T IS T IC S

Category: pksw_format_ref

Report: Number of Packets Created

pkswl.expert_sensor 0

pkswl.sensor_agent_0 248 248

pkswl.sensor_agent_l 248 248

pkswl.sensor_agent_2 248 248

pkswl.sensor_agent_3 248 248

[Total] 992 992
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D E S R U N S  1 S E N S O R  N O D E  P A C K E T S  D E S T R O Y E D  S T A T IS T IC S

Category: pksw_format_ref

Report: Number of Packets Destroyed

0 pkswl.expert_sensor 0

1 pkswl.sensor_agent_0 262 262

2 pkswl.sensor_agent_l 233 233

3 pkswl.sensor_agent_2 256 256

4 pkswl.sensor_agent_3 241 241

5 [Total] 992 992
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D E S  R U N S  2 P R O C E S S  M O D E L  P A C K E T S  C R E A T E D  S T A T IS T IC S

Category:

Report:

Packet Statistics

Node-centric. Number of Packets 
Created

1 1 iiu1 N<) Node Vime 1 1 «»t;lll

0 pksw 1 .expertsensor 0

1 pkswl.sensor aiient 0 25 25

2 pksw 1. sensor aiient 1 25 25

3 pksw I . sensor aiient 2 25 25

4 pkswl.sensor aiient 3 25 25

5 [Total] 100 100

f
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D E S  R U N S  2 P R O C E S S  M O D E L  P A C K E T S  D E S T R O Y E D  S T A T IS T IC S

Category: Packet Statistics

„ Node-centric. Number of Packets
Report: _Destroyed

Line NO Node No me ITotall pksw format ref

0 pkswl.expert_sensor 0

1 pkswl.sensor agent 0 26 26

2 pkswl.sensor agent 1 23 23

3 okswl.sensor agent 2 28 28

4 okswl.sensor agent 3 23 23

5 [Total] 100 100
/
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D E S R U N S  2 S E N S O R  N O D E  P A C K E T S  C R E A T E D  S T A T IS T IC S

Category: pksw_format_ref

Report: Number of Packets Created

Line
NO N o d e  N am e [To ta l] hub pro c rev sre xm t

0 pkswl.expert_sensor 0

1 pkswl.sensor_agent_0 25 25

2 pkswl.sensor_agent_l 25 25

3 pkswl.sensor_agent_2 25 25

4 pkswl.sensor_agent_3 25 25

5 [Total] 100 100
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DES RUNS 2 SENSOR NODE PACKETS DESTROYED STATISTICS

Category: pksw_format_ref

Report: Number of Packets Destroyed

ine
NO

Node Name [Total] hub proc rev sre xmt

0 pkswl.expert_sensor 0

1 pkswl.sensor_agent_0 26 26

2 pkswl.sensor_agent_l 23 23

3 pkswl.sensor_agent_2 28 28

4 pkswl.sensor_agent_3 23 23

5 [Total] 100 100



Appendix 2:Source Code

OBJECT C++ FUNCTION BLOCK CODE

static void route_pk (void)

{

int dest_address; 

int energyjevel;

int MIN_SENSOR_ENERGY_LEVEL-10;

Packet * pkptr;

/# The first line after FIN(route_pk()) has two effects: first, it retrieves the arriving packet from the 

appropriate input stream (whose index is determined by op intrpt_strm()). Then, op pk_get() uses the 

packet'Stream index argument to return a pointer to the packet, */

FIN (route_pk ());

pkptr - op pk get (op intrpt strm ());

// obtain the destination address contained in the packet. 

op_pk_nfd_get_int32 (pkptr, ’dest_address", &dest_address);

//obtain energyjevel of packet source node

op_pk_nfd_get int32 (pkptr, "energyjevel’, &energyjevel); 

energyjevel";

if(energyjevel > MIN_SENSOR_ENERGY_LEVEL)

{
A

// update energy level in the packet op_pk_nfd_setJnt32(pkptr,‘energyjevel’, 

energyjevel);

//route packet to the new sensorop pk send (pkptr, dest address);
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)
FOUT;

)

SENSOR AGENT NODE C+ + FUNCTION CODE

static void xmt (void)

t

Packet# pkptr;

FIN (xmt ());

pkptr * op_pk_get (SRC_IN_STRM); 

op_pk_nfd_set_int32 (pkptr, 'dest_address‘,

(int)op_dist_outcome (address_dist)); 

oppksend (pkptr, XMTOUTSTRM);

FOUT;

}

static void rev (void)

{

Packet * pkptr; 

double etedelay;

FIN (rev 0);

pkptr - op_pk_get (RCV_IN_STRM); 

ete delay - op_sim_time () -

op jpk_creation_time_get (pkptr); 

op_stat_write (ete_gsh, ete_delay); 

op pk destroy (pkptr);

FOUT;
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}

SENSOR AGENT NODE SIMPLE SOURCE C++ CODE

static void

ss_packet_generate (void)

{

Packet* pkptr; 

double pksize;

/** This function creates a packet based on the packet generation **/

/** specifications of the source model and sends it to the lower layer. **/

FIN (ss_packet_generate ());

/* Generate a packet size outcome. */

pksize - (double) ceil (oms_dist_outcome (pksize_dist_ptr));

/* Create a packet of specified format and size. */ 

if (generate_unformatted — OPC_TRUE)

{

I* We produce unformatted packets. Create one. */ 

pkptr - op pk create (pksize);

}

else

(

/* Create a packet with the specified format. */ 

pkptr - op_pk_create_fmt (format_str); 

op_pk_total_size_set (pkptr, pksize);

}

/* Update the packet generation statistics. */

op_stat_write (packets_sent_hndl, 1.0); 

op_stat_write (packcts_sent_hndl, 0.0);
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op_stat_write (bits_sent_hndl, (double) pksize); 

op_stat_write (bitssenthndl, 0.0); 

op_stat_write (packet_size_hndl, (double) pksize); 

op_stat_write(interarrivals_hndl,next_intarr_time);

/* Send the packet via the stream to the lower layer. */ 

op_pk_send (pkptr, SSC_STRM TO_LOW);

FOUT;
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